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Discovery and applications of ultrafast biological systems

Mantis shrimp fracture snail shells at bullet-like accelerations using a 
potent sequence of high peak, transient forces.

Mantis shrimp use a lightweight ap-
pendage (~ mass of two toothpicks) to 
fracture ceramic materials. This is a fun-

damentally di�erent approach than 
used by big jaws and heavy hammers.

Mantis shrimp strike so quickly that the water cavitates 
at impact, generating heat equivalent to the surface of 

the sun, light and sound.

Ultrafast movements use extreme energy storage and release 
to enhance power output.
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Cavitation sounds and destructive energy are the bane of propeller 
design and fast underwater motion.  

Mantis shrimp do not cavitate during rotation - only during impact.

Mantis shrimp �uid mechanics provide key information for how engi-
neered systems could wield cavitation during impact, but suppress it 

during fast rotation.  

Most biological systems work for the life of 
the organism. 

Biological mechanisms provide novel insights 
for engineering design of repeatable, e�cient 

impulsive systems.  

Most engineered ballistic systems 
self-destruct after one use.
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This discovery led to the synthesis of novel 
lightweight, fracture resistant materials.

Animals with lethal weapons have evolved 
non-lethal mechanisms to resolve disputes.
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Mantis shrimp strike 
specialized armor on the 

opponent’s tail.

Size-matched �ghts are won 
by the maximum number of 

strikes.
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The armor absorbs energy similarly 
to a punching bag.  

The energy exchange scales with the animal’s body size.  Mantis 
shrimp may be able to assess size based on impact dynamics. 

The impact dynamics resemble the energy 
exchange of a baseball and ash bat.

Engineers have developed new materials that dissipate 
impact energy, based on biological materials that resist 
impact fracture, with the goal of improving armor and 

protective sports gear.
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Biological ultrafast systems surpass current engineered systems in:
1. Size: The best biological performance is found at the smallest scales.  The best en-
gineered systems are orders of magnitude larger.
2. Repeatability:  Many biological impulsive systems can be used repeatedly, resis-
tant to wear and tear.  Engineered impulsive systems are primarily self-destructive.
3. E�ciency: Biological systems are lightweight, robust and e�cient.  Most engi-
neered systems are energetically costly, relying on explosives.

Ultrafast biological systems became visible to biolo-
gists primarily in the past 15 years, because of advanc-

es in lower light extreme high-speed videography. 

This is an area of intensive discovery of previously
 invisible systems and processes.


